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Several studies have suggested that covert stressors can contribute to bee

colony declines. Here we provide a novel case study and show using radio-

frequency identification tracking technology that covert deformed wing

virus (DWV) infections in adult honeybee workers seriously impact long-

term foraging and survival under natural foraging conditions. In particular,

our experiments show that adult workers injected with low doses of DWV

experienced increased mortality rates, that DWV caused workers to start

foraging at a premature age, and that the virus reduced the workers’ total

activity span as foragers. Altogether, these results demonstrate that covert

DWV infections have strongly deleterious effects on honeybee foraging

and survival. These results are consistent with previous studies that

suggested DWV to be an important contributor to the ongoing bee declines

in Europe and the USA. Overall, our study underlines the strong impact

that covert pathogen infections can have on individual and group-level

performance in bees.
1. Introduction
Over the past decades, serious declines in both wild and managed bee pollina-

tors have been recorded in many parts of the world [1–5], thereby threatening

the ecosystem services they provide. The underlying cause of the recent wave of

honeybee colony losses has been subject to much debate and the current con-

sensus is that multiple stressors likely contribute to these declines, including

malnutrition owing to a lack of flower diversity, exposure to agrochemicals

or the spread of emerging pathogens and parasites [2,5–10]. Pinpointing

these stressors, however, can be hard, especially when their effect becomes

obvious only over extended periods of time, such as following exposure to sub-

lethal doses of pesticides [9,11] or after contracting some seemingly harmless

‘covert’ pathogen infections [12,13].

Among pathogens, recent studies have suggested that deformed wing virus

(DWV) represents an important long-term stressor, as it has been statistically

associated with both winter mortality and colony collapse in many studies

[14–24]. DWV has a near global distribution and is the most widespread of the

currently described viruses that infect honeybees, often affecting between 50%

and 75% of all honeybee hives [25,26]. In addition, the virus can spill over to

other bees [27,28], thereby posing an additional threat. DWV is named after the

characteristic wing deformities that can arise when honeybees are infected in
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the larval or pupal stage via the ectoparasitic mite vector Varroa
destructor [29]. In this case, virus infections result in bloated

abdomens, miscolouring and shortened lifespans [29].

Typically, however, infections take on a more ‘covert’ form,

resulting in no visible morphological symptoms, especially

when infection occurs in the adult stage or when mites carry

only low virus titres. Nevertheless, the fact that colonies with

covert infections can suffer from weakness, depopulation and

sudden collapse [22] and that the presence of the virus has

been linked with both winter mortality and colony collapse

[14–24] suggests that DWV exerts a significant amount of

long-term stress.

Indeed, several recent studies using controlled artificial

infection of adult honeybee workers have shown a number

of important effects of DWV, including the impairment of

sensory responsiveness, associative olfactory learning and

memory formation [30] (possibly linked to replication of

the virus in the mushroom bodies and antennal lobes [31]),

an accelerated pace of behavioural transition through their

age-linked task allocation [32] and reduced lifespans of

infected adult honeybees [25]. Furthermore, two studies in

which natural variation in infection levels of DWV was com-

bined with experimentally manipulated variation in infection

levels with the microsporidian parasite Nosema showed that

DWV-infected bees displayed shortened flight distances

and flight durations in flight mill experiments [33], but no

differences in orientation flight behaviour in a harmonic

radar tracking set-up [34], whereas the reverse pattern was

seen for Nosema [33,34]. As yet, however, effects of DWV

on honeybee flight behaviour and foraging patterns have

not yet been investigated using controlled infection set-ups.

The aim of this study, therefore, was to determine the

impact of DWV as a long-term stressor in honeybees, and

test experimentally if inoculation of adult bees with the virus

negatively affected honeybee foraging behaviour and perform-

ance. To this end, we used passively powered radiofrequency

identification (RFID) transponder tags [9,11,35–40] as a key

technology that enabled us to non-invasively monitor the

long-term out-hive activity of honeybee workers that were or

were not experimentally infected with the virus. Tracking

out-hive activity is key in studies of the impact of pathogens

on honeybee health, as the worker foraging force is responsible

for all resource acquisition, and the foraging range, worker

activity and the magnitude of resource influx are vital to

colony growth and survival [41,42]. Previously, RFID technol-

ogy has been successfully used to study sublethal effects of

nutritional stress and pesticides on honeybee and bumblebee

foraging behaviour [9,11,35–40]. Nevertheless, applications

to the study of pathogen-induced stress on honeybee foraging

behaviour are still rare, and are currently limited to one study

on Israeli acute paralysis virus (IAPV) [43], which documented

virus-induced differences in homing ability, but without

taking full advantage of the technology to study the long-

term impact on foraging behaviour, and one study that

showed adverse effects of a microsporidian gut parasite,

Nosema apis, on honeybee foraging and survival [44]. In

addition, another tracking technology—harmonic radar—

was recently used by one group to show that the emerging

pathogen Nosema ceranae caused impaired homing behaviour

in honeybees [45] and that Nosema infection also affected

honeybee orientation flight behaviour [34]. The tracking

method, however, was unable to reveal any correlation between

DWV infection levels and orientation flight characteristic [34].
2. Material and methods
(a) Radiofrequency identification tracking set-up
Three three-frame observation hives with Apis mellifera carnica
honeybees were installed at the laboratory’s apiary in Leuven,

Belgium to serve as host colonies for RFID-tagged bees that

were or were not experimentally infected with DWV (400 of

each treatment condition per host colony, see below). Each host

colony contained two frames of brood, one frame with stored

pollen and honey, a queen and around 3000 host colony workers

(figure 1). The colonies were placed indoors at room temperature

and were connected to the outside via a single entrance tunnel to

allow free foraging. The end of the tunnel was outfitted with two

iIDw MAJA 4.1 RFID reader modules placed in series and con-

nected to a MAJA 4.1 host computer (Microsensys, Germany)

to record and log the timing of all RFID-tagged honeybees

leaving or entering the hive. By setting up the reader modules

in a serial set-up, successive signals from both readers gave infor-

mation regarding the direction of movement of the detected bees.

The readers were separated from each other by a 4 cm wooden

tunnel block to prevent interference between the readers

(figure 1).
(b) Introduction of control and experimentally infected
bees

In each of the host colonies, we introduced 400 DWV-negative con-

trol bees and 400 DWV infection-positive honeybees. This was

done by allowing bees to emerge from a single donor colony that

based on a prior screen was confirmed to be free of DWV as well

as of any of the major known honeybee viruses or pathogens

[46], injecting newly eclosed workers with appropriate treatment

solutions, and introducing these bees into one of three host colo-

nies (see electronic supplementary material Methods for details).

All colonies in our apiary, including the donor and host colonies,

were treated with Thymovar for Varroa control according to the

manufacturer’s recommendations. The fact that only a single

donor colony was used in our experiments was linked with the dif-

ficulty of finding a host colony that was free of the major known

honeybee pathogens, but our experimental design partly compen-

sated for this by incorporating replication across different host

environments. Bees were allowed to emerge by placing brood

frames of the donor colony in a MIR-253 incubator (Sanyo, Bel-

gium) at 348C and 60% humidity, after which newly eclosed

workers were collected daily. Subsequently, 400 newly eclosed

workers per treatment condition and host colony were injected

with 3 ml of the appropriate treatment solution, using a 5 ml 26 s

gauge Hamilton syringe inserted into the apical part of the

thorax. Immediately afterwards, each of these bees were outfitted

with a mic3w 64-bit read-only RFID transponder (Microsensys,

Germany) by gluing the tag to the bee’s thorax using Kombi

Turbo two-component glue (Bison, The Netherlands). The tags

measured 2.0 � 1.7 � 0.5 mm, weighed less than 5 mg and trans-

mitted at 13.56 MHz. The RFID codes of all experimentally

manipulated workers, together with the treatment condition,

host colony and time of introduction, were added to a transponder

information database by reading each code using a iIDw PENmini

USB pen (Microsensys, Germany). Up to 50 tagged individuals

subjected to one of the two treatment conditions were kept in sep-

arate 15 � 10 � 7 cm cages kept at 348C and 60% humidity, and

contained a 10 � 8 cm piece of honey-filled comb and water, to

allow the bees to settle down before introducing them into the

host colonies (figure 1). Before introduction, the cages were

placed on top of the observation hives, separated only by a wire

mesh, for a 30 min period to increase acceptance rates [47]. Each

of the 400 workers per host colony and treatment condition were

introduced over the course of a period of 5 days, and foraging

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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behaviour was monitored up to 40 days after introduction, in

August–September 2012 for replicate host colonies A and B and

September–October 2012 for host colony C.
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Figure 2. Treatment validation results. Evolution of the proportion of infected
individuals over time in control and DWV treatment groups, based on MLPA
analysis [46] of four daily sample sets of 20 individuals each from both treat-
ments (fits and 95% CIs based on binomial GLM with treatment, log(x þ 1)
tranformed duration after introduction into the host colony and their inter-
action included as independent variables).
(c) Controlled infection
In order to obtain two groups of adult age-matched bees that were

or were not infected with DWV, we injected bees with lysate of

honeybees that were either infected with DWV (and none of the

other common honeybee viruses) or with that of honeybees that

were confirmed to be virus-free (for details, see electronic sup-

plementary material). To reduce the likelihood of horizontal

transmission from the DWV infected to the group of uninfected

bees [48], we also added a double-stranded RNA treatment to

our DWV-negative lysate [49,50] to try to keep those bees DWV-

free, and added a control GFP-dsRNA treatment in the DWV

positive lysate to control for the possible effects of foreign

dsRNA injection. The amount of DWV injected was estimated at

1.2 � 104–4.6� 105 DWV copies per bee, and was aimed at

mimicking infection loads reported for bees with covert infections

(1.4� 103–2.4 � 109 copies per bee, [51]). Based on Illumina ultra-

high throughput sequencing, the DWV strain used for inoculation

was determined to belong to the type B DWV master variant [52],

which has recently been found to be an emergent, slightly more

virulent strain of the DWV virus [25] that is currently also the

most common strain in Britain [25] (for details, see the electronic

supplementary material).

To validate the effects of the two treatment solutions, 150

additional eclosed workers were injected with each treatment sol-

ution, paint-marked and introduced into a fourth observation.

Every 4 days, 20 individuals of each treatment were sampled from

this colony and subjected to MLPA analysis to determine their

DWV infection state [46]. These analyses confirmed the establish-

ment of stable DWV infections in the DWV-lysate-inoculated bees,
even if there was evidence that some control bees became infected

during the later stages of the experiment as well (figure 2), though

possibly at lower levels (see electronic supplementary material for

a full discussion of the methods and results of these analyses).

(d) Data analysis
Raw RFID tracking data were analysed with the Track-A-Forager

Java application [53], which filters out rapid-succession scans of

the same scanner, labels ingoing and outgoing flights by tagged

workers, and corrects occasional errors in the data, including the

possible occurrence of missed scans (for details see electronic

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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supplementary material). To compare the foraging behaviour of

DWV-infected and control bees, we quantified the number of

trips performed by each individual, trip duration and the pro-

portion of the introduced workers of each treatment group which

survived up to foraging age, to gauge differential early-life

mortality. In addition, we measured the age at onset of foraging,

defined as the age of each individual at their first reconstructed

trip, the foragers’ life expectancy, measured as the age of each indi-

vidual at their last scan, and forager activity span, i.e. the time

difference in days between the first and last registered scan of

each bee. We should note that our experiment could not distinguish

between a DWV-induced reduction in direct mortality and a

DWV-induced mortality owing to indirect effects, e.g. caused by

a decrease in homing ability or an increase in the susceptibility to

predation or other environmental stressors. Details of all statistical

analyses performed are given in electronic supplemental material

and the R script included on the Dryad repository.
284:20162149
3. Results
Visual analysis of foraging activity over the course of our

experiment revealed clear disparities in the age at onset of

foraging, forager life expectancy and forager activity span

between the DWV-infected and control bees (figure 3). In

addition, bees that survived to foraging age showed a clear

deviation from the 50 : 50 ratio at which they were first intro-

duced (figure 3), with control bees evidently having much

better chances to survive to foraging age than DWV-infected

ones. To thoroughly examine each of these effects as well as

to look for other possible effects of DWV on foraging behav-

iour, we conducted a number of detailed statistical analyses.

In particular, we tested for significant effects of DWV on the

probability that bees would survive to foraging age, the onset

of foraging, forager life expectancy and activity span as well

as the number and trip duration of foraging trips carried out

by individuals that survived to foraging age.

(a) Effect of deformed wing virus on the likelihood that
bees would survive to foraging age

The biased representation of control bees among bees that

started to forage relative to the 50 : 50 ratio at which they were

first introduced (figure 3) indicates that the DWV-inoculated

bees experienced greater mortality early on in their life. This is

confirmed by the fact that a significantly greater proportion of

the DWV-inoculated bees died before making it to foraging

age than control bees in each of the three host colonies (277/

400 versus 244/400, 324/400 versus 266/400 and 279/400

versus 175/400; binomial colony� treatment full facto-

rial GLM, z ¼ 2.44 and p ¼ 0.015, z ¼ 4.61 and p ¼ 4 � 1026,

z ¼ 7.33 and p ¼ 2 � 10213; figure 4a). We should note that

this mortality also includes baseline mortality linked to

occasional rejection of tagged bees by the host colony. To control

for this baseline mortality, we also calculated the relative odds

that bees would survive to foraging age. This showed that

DWV-inoculated bees on average had 2.1 (s.e. 0.19) times

lower odds to make it to foraging age than control bees.

(b) Effect of deformed wing virus on age at onset of
foraging, life expectancy and activity span

We also found significant differences between the DWV-

infected and non-infected treatments in the observed age at
onset of foraging. In particular, bees that were inoculated

with DWV and which survived until foraging age starting

to forage 2.31 days earlier (s.e. 0.73), on average, than bees

inoculated with the control solution (figure 4b; full factorial

colony� treatment ANOVA, main effect of treatment: p ¼
7 � 1029; LR x2

1 ¼ 33:63, sample sizes as shown in figure 3a).

In addition, infected foragers had a life expectancy that was

reduced by 4.74 days on average (s.e. 0.20) compared with con-

trol bees (figure 4c; ANOVA, main effect of treatment: p ¼ 0.01;

LR x2
1 ¼ 28:7) and a total activity span that was reduced by 2.60

days (s.e. 0.79) compared with control foragers (figure 4d;

ANOVA, main effect of treatment: p ¼ 0.0003; LR x2
1 ¼ 13:26;

sample sizes for both are as given in figure 3a). Hence, DWV-

infected bees had a reduced life expectancy and activity span

also after they started to forage, even though the onset of fora-

ging occurred 2.3 days earlier in the DWV-infected group than

in the control group. Overall, the onset of foraging (at 12–17

days) was somewhat earlier and forager life expectancy shorter

(11–26 days) than that observed in mature hives (onset at ca
three weeks and forager life expectancy of ca six weeks

[47,54]). Nevertheless, both figures were comparable to those

found in other studies that used a comparable observation

hive set-up (e.g. onset of foraging at ca 10 days and forager

life expectancy of 14–40 days [55]). This discrepancy may be

linked with stress induced by the RFID tags or the injection

itself, as stress in honeybees is known to induce precocious fora-

ging and shorten worker lifespan [32,56]. Even so, we expect

our conclusions to be robust as our treatment effects are all

measured relative to the control under identical conditions.
(c) Effect of deformed wing virus on number
of foraging trips or trip duration

Although DWV infection could in principle also have affected

the number of foraging trips and the duration of the trips

carried out by individuals that survived to foraging age [33],

our statistical analyses revealed that there was no strong evi-

dence for this. For example, the effect of treatment on the

number of trips performed was inconsistent and different

across the replicate host colonies used (quasi-Poisson GLM,

effects of treatment in colonies A, B and C: A. z ¼ 7.55 and

p ¼ 1 � 1027, B. z ¼ 22.49 and p ¼ 0.04; C. z ¼ 21.38, p ¼
0.42). On average, across all three colonies, workers made

5.46 trips per bee per day (s.e. 0.50) in the DWV-inoculated

group versus 5.85 trips per bee per day (s.e. 0.80) in the control

(sample sizes as in figure 3a), which are figures consistent with

those given in other studies [47,54]. Nevertheless, given that

DWV infection strongly reduced the chances for workers to

survive to foraging age and that DWV infection reduced

the life expectancy and total activity span of foragers (cf. results

above), it is clear that DWV still had a strongly negative overall

effect on the net number of trips and amount of foraging

performed. Similarly, the effect on trip duration was not con-

sistent across host colonies, as DWV-inoculated bees made

significantly longer trips than control bees in colony A

(gamma GLMM, Tukey post-hoc test, 1.86 h versus 1.22 h,

s.e. 0.17 and 0.08, p ¼ 0.0004), whereas there was no significant

effect on trip duration in colony C (2.89 h versus 2.50, s.e. 0.41

and 0.47, p ¼ 0.90), and an opposite trend in colony B than in

colony A (1.62 h versus 1.99 h, s.e. 0.12 and 0.27, p ¼ 0.39).

Inclusion of time or worker age as explicit linear or polynomial

terms, either in interaction with treatment or not, did not

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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scanners) in the DWV injected group than in the control group ( panel a, bino-
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improve the explanatory power of any of the fitted models, and

hence such analyses were not further pursued.
significance levels per colony based on Tukey post-hoc Wald z tests shown by
asterisks; total number of tracked bees and foraging trips as in figure 3a).
4. Discussion
Overall, our results demonstrate that DWV infections have

strongly deleterious effects on adult honey bees, with both

mortality rates, and—to a lesser extent—foraging behaviour

being clearly affected. In particular, DWV-infected bees started

to forage at an earlier age and showed reduced lifespans and

total activity spans than control bees. Finally, next-gen sequen-

cing demonstrated that the DWV strain we used for inoculation

belonged to the type B DWB master variant [52], which has

recently been found to be an emergent, more virulent strain

of the DWV virus [25] that currently appears to be the most

common strain in Britain [25]. The fact that our DWV lysate
was prepared from a randomly selected sample of bees with

overt DWV infection symptoms suggest that this strain is

now also common in Continental Europe.

Our finding that DWV-inoculated workers started foraging

at an earlier age and experienced so-called precocious foraging

was in line with expectation, as previous studies have also

found that unhealthy or stressed honeybee workers start to per-

form risky foraging tasks at an earlier age compared with

healthy individuals. For example, Nosema [13,57,58], sacbrood

virus [59] and Varroa [60,61] have all been found to induce

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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precocious foraging in honeybees. From an ultimate perspec-

tive, diseased or health compromised workers have been

suggested to benefit from starting to foraging earlier as a way

to protect other individuals inside the nest from getting

infected [58] or to make the most of their reduced lifetime

[56]. In addition, it would be possible that the disease agent

itself benefited from an earlier onset of foraging if this pro-

moted its horizontal transmission to other host colonies [62].

Indeed, in the case of DWV, a direct influence on the behaviour

of its host is not unlikely, given that DWV particles have pre-

viously been found in the mushroom bodies—a key higher

brain centre of these insects [31] (but see [34] for a study

where no behavioural effects were found). Irrespective of

these possible adaptive causes, it is clear that precocious fora-

ging would have a major effect on colony well-being, as

premature foraging partially depletes the nurse bee population

[63] and disrupts various activities inside the hive [64–66], and

rapid behavioural maturation has been shown to strongly

accelerate the failure of stressed honeybee colonies [63].

The strong evidence we found for a DWV-induced effect

on mortality patterns and long-term survival was more unex-

pected. Traditionally, secondary DWV infections in adult

workers are regarded as ‘covert’ and largely asymptomatic

[29,67,68], but this proposition is clearly challenged by our

findings, which document very clear and significant long-

term effects of the virus. Although increased mortality has

been documented in bees that display overt DWV infection

symptoms and crippled wings [69–71], similar mortality in

bees that acquired the virus in the adult stage has been

demonstrated only recently in experimentally caged and

non-foraging bees [25]. Our results now show that this mor-

tality effect continues after the onset of foraging, and that the

virus therefore acts as a long-term stressor on honeybee

health and survival. DWV-induced mortality could have sev-

eral causes. Given that DWV have been shown to occur in the

honeybee brain, including in the mushroom bodies [31,62,72],

which are involved in learning and memory, and that DWV

infections have been shown to induce learning deficits [30],

it is possible that increased mortality is caused by impaired

orientation capabilities or predator avoidance or that it

makes them more susceptible to other environmental stres-

sors. Indeed, the DWV Kakugo strain has earlier been

found to be associated with increased aggression and risk-

taking behaviour [73,74]. Alternatively, it is possible that

DWV directly results in increased mortality, e.g. owing to

costly upregulation of the host’s immune system [75]. How-

ever, given the well-documented effect on direct, early-life

mortality, both in our study and that of McMahon et al.
[25], we consider a direct mortality effect most likely. Further-

more, and regardless of the underlying causes, it is clear that

the early disappearance of DWV-infected bees and their

significantly shorter activity spans would have strongly dele-

terious effects on the total amount of pollen and nectar

foraging performed by infected colonies. Additionally, a

shorter activity span of workers would also cause fewer

workers to engage in discovering novel food patches, thereby

impacting the flow of information and causing further

synergistic costs to global colony health [47].

The fact that in our RFID data, DWV inoculation did not

affect trip duration or the number of trips performed by

DWV-infected foragers went against the conclusions of [33],

who concluded that DWV infection but not Nosema ceranae
reduced average trip duration. As there was significant
variation in the impact of the virus across our three replicate

host environments, however, it is possible that the same effect

would still have been found with a larger number of replicate

donor and/or host colonies. Given that our donor bees all

came from a single, rare uninfected colony, we had a priori
not expected any large variation in the impact of the virus.

Possible reasons for this variation could be linked with seaso-

nal factors, variation in the genetic compatibility with the

host colonies, or subtle differences in the performance or

health of the host colonies, such as the possible presence of

Nosema among the host workers, which we did not explicitly

look at, but which is known to cause precocious foraging and

affect longevity, activity and out-of-hive performance of hon-

eybees [13,45,58,76,77]. Alternatively, it is possible that the

variation in DWV impact is linked to some of the control

bees having become infected during the later stages of our

experiment, which our treatment validation results suggest

may have been the case (though likely at lower levels,

figure 2), and that the speed at which this occurred differed

across host colonies. These results also suggest that a single

dsRNA injection was not sufficient to fully protect bees

for extended periods of time, and that continued oral admin-

istration would have to be used for effective long-term

control via RNA interference [49,50,78]. Despite this variation

in the effect of the virus, however, it was clear that overall,

DWV had a strongly deleterious effect across all three

colonies, with significant effects on early-life mortality

(figure 4a), forager life expectancy (figure 4c) and forager

activity span (figure 4d ) in three replicate host colony

environments, and significant effects on the onset of foraging

in two out of three host colonies (figure 4b). These findings

are consistent with studies showing that DWV is among

the most important predictors implicated in honeybee

colony declines in both Europe [14,16,17,24] and the USA

[18] and hence an important contributory factor to the current

pollination crisis.

Overall, our results highlight the impact of long-term

stressors on bee health and survival, thereby reinforcing the

conclusions of several recent tracking studies that have

studied stress-induced changes in bees caused by either

pathogens [33,43–45], nutritional stress [36] or pesticide

exposure [9,11,35,37–40]. We hope that in the future, these

approaches may continue to be used to further our under-

standing of the factors involved in the ongoing pollinator

declines [1–5] and how they interact with each other in

exerting long-term stress [2,5–10].
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SUPPLEMENTAL METHODS 

Controlled infection 

 In order to obtain two groups of adult age-matched bees that were or were not infected with DWV, 

we first prepared two treatment solutions, which upon injection were designed to increase or keep 

down DWV virus titers. This required preparing lysates of honeybees that were infected with DWV 

but none of the other common honeybee viruses, as well as of honeybees that were confirmed to be 

virus-free. To this end, we produced a lysate of a pool of 10 bees, which based on multiplex ligation-

dependent probe amplification (MLPA) analysis and the use of specific PCR primers were confirmed 

to be entirely virus and pathogen-free or infected only with DWV (see below) [1]. These pools of bees 

were obtained following an initial screening of 10 individuals each from a set of 10 A. mellifera 

carnica colonies available in our apiary in Leuven, as well as based on the screening of individuals 

with overt symptoms of DWV-infection (i.e. displaying crippled wings). This screening also allowed 

the selection of the previously mentioned virus and pathogen-free donor colony. DWV lysate and 

virus-free control lysate were extracted from the selected set of DWV-infected and virus-free bees by 

homogenizing the mass equivalent of five bees (around 500 mg) of the selected samples (stored at -

80°C) after immersion in liquid nitrogen, and mixing the homogenate with 5 ml phosphate-buffered 

saline (PBS, pH 7.4). Subsequently, the samples were centrifuged at 3000 r.p.m. for 30 min at 4°C and 

the supernatant was stored in aliquots at -80°C for future use [2].  

The artificial inoculation with a DWV lysate that was used in this study has previously been 

shown to be effective in short-term, individual-based setups [2]. In our present study, however, the 

bees stayed in close contact with each other in the observation hive, throughout their adult lives, so 

that the virus could still be transmitted horizontally during the experiment. To try to mitigate the 

effects of horizontal transmission from the DWV infected to the group of uninfected bees [3] we 

therefore opted to also add a double-stranded RNA treatment to our DWV-negative lysate [4, 5]. In 

particular, DWV-specific dsRNA was added to the control lysate to try to keep these bees DWV-free 

and prevent DWV cross-infection inside the host colony, whereas control GFP-dsRNA was added to 

the DWV lysate to control for the possible effects of foreign dsRNA injection on honeybee physiology. 

DWV and GFP-dsRNA were provided by Beeologics (Israel) and were dissolved in nuclease free water 

at 3 mg/ml. Prior to injection, both DWV and control lysates were diluted 1:1000 (cf. Iqbal and 

Mueller [2] in insect saline buffer (ISB, containing 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 4 mM CaCl2, 2 mM 

MgCl2, and 10 mM HEPES; pH 7.0), after which dsRNA was added at a dosage of 5 µg per bee to 

obtain the final treatment solutions. Given that bees with overt symptoms have been reported to 

contain between 1.8 x 1010 and 6.9 x 1011 DWV genome equivalents per bee [6], we estimate that our 

protocol resulted in the injection of between 1.2 x 104 and 4.6 x 105 DWV copies per bee, which is 

well within the infection loads reported for bees with covert infections (1.4 x 103 – 2.4 x 109 copies 

per bee,  [6]). Hence, our DWV inoculation treatment adequately mimicked covert DWV infection 

levels. 

 

RFID data analysis 

Raw RFID tracking data were analyzed with the Track-A-Forager Java application, which filters out 

rapid-succession scans of the same scanner, labels ingoing and outgoing flights by tagged workers, 

and corrects occasional errors in the data, including the possible occurrence of missed scans [7]. The 



setup options were adjusted based on the foraging type and entrance/exit system that was used in 

the experimental setup, namely 'natural foraging' and 'joined two scanners'. In the data filtering 

phase, the default time constraint settings were applied to filter out rapid-succession scans of the 

same scanner, determine 'IN' and 'OUT' events of tagged foragers and reconstruct forager trips. The 

output of the application generated the complete list of all the scans of each RFID tag at each 

scanner with their corresponding time stamp, the reconstructed trips per tag with their 

corresponding time stamp and the durations of reconstructed trips with the age of each individual at 

the time of the trip. The resulting data was then joined with the transponder information database 

consisting of the unique RFID tag code, the treatment, colony and date of introduction of each 

individual. 

To test for differences in the proportion of workers of each treatment group that survived to 

foraging age, we used a binomial GLM in which 'colony', 'treatment' and their interaction effect were 

included as fixed factors. ANOVAs with 'colony', 'treatment' and their interaction effect included as 

fixed factors were used to assay the difference in the age at onset of foraging, life expectancy and 

activity span. To assess the number of reconstructed trips made by individuals of each group we used 

a quasipoisson generalized linear model (GLM) with 'colony', 'treatment' and their interaction effects 

included as fixed factors and 'activity span' included as a covariate. Finally, the duration of the 

reconstructed trips was analysed with a gamma distributed generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) 

with the unique RFID tag specified as a random factor and 'colony' and 'treatment' plus their 

interaction effect specified as fixed factors. All statistical analyses were carried out using R v. 3.2.2 

and the lme4 1.1-9 (for generalized mixed models) and effects 2.3-0 packages (to produce effect 

plots). 

 

 

MLPA-based screening for viral infections and treatment validation 

Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) was used to identify virus-free donor 

colony candidates, select honeybee samples that were best suited for preparing the lysates for the 

two treatments and to validate the effects of these treatments. MLPA was performed as described in 

De Smet et al. [1], using MLPA probes and RT-primers designed for six virus targets, covering the ten 

most common honeybee viruses: chronic bee paralysis virus (CBPV), deformed wing virus (DWV, 

including A, B, i.e. VDV-1, and C type virus, [8]), acute bee paralysis virus (ABPV)/Kashmir bee virus 

(KBV)/Israeli acute paralysis virus (IAPV), black queen cell virus (BQCV), slow bee paralysis virus 

(SBPV) and sacbrood virus (SBV) (Table S1). The amplified MLPA products were analyzed by 

electrophoresis on a 4% high resolution agarose gel with a specific MLPA ladder.  

 
 
  



Table S1. Primers and half-probes used for detecting the positive strand of different honeybee 
viruses and virus species complexes through RT-MLPA. Adapted from De Smet et al. [1].  
 

VIRUS FUNCTION SEQUENCE (5'-3') SIZE (bp) 

CBPV (-)cDNA GCCCCGATCATATAAGCAAA 88 
 (+)MLPA-LPO gggttccctaagggttggaCCGTAGCTGTTTCTGCTGCGGT  
 (+)MLPA-RPO 

P-
ACTCAGCTCAGCTCGACGCTAGAtctagattggatcttgctggcac  

DWV  (-)cDNA TCACATTGATCCCAATAATCAGA 95 
(A+B+C type) (+)MLPA-LPO gggttccctaagggttggaTGACCGATTCTTTATGAGCGAGCTCT  
 (+)MLPA-RPO 

P-
TACGTGCGAGTCGTACTCCTGTGACAtctagattggatcttgctggcac  

ABPV (-)cDNA (ABPV) CAATGTGGTCAATGAGTACGG 104 
KBV (-)cDNA (KBV&IAPV) TCAATGTTGTCAATGAGAACGG  
IAPV (+)MLPA-LPO gggttccctaagggttggaCTCACTTCATCGGCTCGGAGCATGGATGAT  
 (+)MLPA-RPO 

P-
ACGCACAGTATTATTCAGTTTTTACAACGCCCtctagattggatcttgctggcac  

BQCV (-)cDNA CGGGCCTCGGATAATTAGA 122 
 (+)MLPA-LPO gggttccctaagggttggaCTTCATGTTGGAGACCAGGTTTGTTTGCCGACTTACGGAA  
 (+)MLPA-RPO 

P-
TGTCGTTAAACTCTAGGCTTTCCGGATGGCTTCTTCATGGtctagattggatcttgctggcac  

SBPV (-)cDNA CGCAAACACGACGAATTTTA 131 
 (+)MLPA-LPO gggttccctaagggttggaCGTTCAATGGTCGAGATAGAAGCCACAGTAGAAGTATTACGCGCT  
 (+)MLPA-RPO 

P-
TCTTGTGTTTTGGCTTATGGGCGTGGGCCTGATCTTCATTCAGCtctagattggatcttgctggcac  

SBV (-)cDNA TGGACATTTCGGTGTAGTGG 140 
 (+)MLPA-LPO gggttccctaagggttggaCGTTGATCCAATGGTCAGTGGACTCTTATACCGATTTGTTTAATGGTTGG  
 (+)MLPA-RPO 

P-
GTTTCTGGTATGTTTGTTGACAAGAACGTCCACCTTCAGCCATTCAGCtctagattggatcttgctggcac  

 

Samples to derive DWV lysates from were selected for further use if they tested DWV positive but 

negative for the other tested viruses. To identify suitable honeybee samples, RNA was first extracted 

from collected bees with and without deformed wings and screened them for pathogens using 

MLPA. 20 sets of ten adult bees from different colonies without and where possible with overt 

symptoms of DWV were pooled and whole bodies were homogenized in liquid nitrogen. 80-100 mg 

of the homogenized tissues were then mixed with 1 ml Qiazol reagent in MagNA Lyser Green Beads 

sample tubes (Roche, Belgium) for RNA-extraction with the RNA lipid tissue mini kit (Qiagen, 

Germany). Leftover tissue was kept and stored at -80°C for lysate preparation. Pooled tissues in 

Qiazol were further disrupted and homogenized on a MagNa Lyser Instrument (Roche, Belgium) for 

30 sec at 6500 Hz. The total RNA was isolated according to the kit's instructions and eluted in a final 

volume of 50 µl. The quality and concentrations of RNA was checked using a Nanodrop ND-1000 

spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Belgium). 

To validate the effects of the two treatment solutions, 150 additional eclosed workers were 

injected with each treatment solution, paint-marked and introduced into a fourth observation hive 

without the RFID setup. Every four days, 20 individuals of each treatment were sampled from this 

colony and frozen in liquid nitrogen for storage at -80°C. Subsequently, RNA extraction and MLPA 

analysis was carried out as described above. We should note that this method produces binary data 

and scores bees as containing DWV titers that are above or below the MLPA detection threshold. 

Several quantitative qPCR-based approaches were also tried, but unfortunately failed – likely due to 

a mismatch in the primer sites. 

 

 

Confirmation of disease-free status of donor colony using specific PCR primers 

 

To test that our DWV-free donor colony identified before was also free of most other common 

honeybee pathogens, we collected three sets of ten bees each, which were each homogenised in 5 

ml PBS in MagNA Lyser Green Beads sample tubes (Roche, Belgium) on a MagNa Lyser (30 sex at 



6500 Hz), extracted their DNA from 120 µl supernatant using the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen), 

and used the specific PCR primer sets given in Ravoet et al. [9, 10] to detect the possible presence of 

for the microsporidian parasites Nosema apis and N. ceranae, the fungal parasite Ascosphaera, the 

Mollicute pathogen Spiroplasma spp. and the Trypanosomatid parasites Lotmaria passim and 

Crithidia mellificae. None of the PCR reactions resulted in a PCR product of the expected size, thereby 

demonstrating that our DWV-free donor colony was not only free of DWV, but that it was also free of 

most other major known honeybee pathogens (although evidently we cannot exclude their presence 

at a low rate in a small subset of the workers). We should note that the presence of pathogens in any 

of the host colonies was not determined, as with n=3 host colonies, the statistical power to relate the 

presence of particular pathogens to variation in the impact of DWV would have been too low, and 

that such differences would also have been intrinsically confounded with genetic and environmental 

differences between those colonies. 

 

 

Characterization of experimental inocula via ultra-deep sequencing 
 
Five bees that were inoculated with DWV lysate, collected 12 days post injection, were subjected to 

ultra-deep sequencing to determine the DWV strain type the bees were injected with as well as to 

confirm the MLPA and PCR-based results showing that the bees were free of any other major known 

honeybee pathogens. For these analyses, total RNA was conducted as described above with an 

additional on-column DNase digestion with the RNase-free DNase set (Qiagen, Germany) to remove 

DNA contamination. The quality and concentration of the RNA samples was assessed using a 

Nanodrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Belgium). Subsequently, the libraries 

were subjected to 90 bp pair-end RNA sequencing on the Illumina Hiseq2000 platform at BGI, using 

random hexamer primed cDNA synthesis and a 200 bp short insert library. Adaptors, contamination 

and low-quality reads were removed by BGI and quality control was performed using FastQC [11]. 

This produced between between 9 and 10 million filtered, high-quality reads per sample, and a total 

of 88 936 091 reads from our DWV inoculated bees. 

To determine that only a single strain of DWV was present in our inoculated bees, and that no 

other major pathogens were present, we used Bowtie  v. 2.2.6 [12] to align the pooled 88.9 million 

reads to the reference genome sequences of a set of major honeybee pathogens, which included 

deformed wing virus types A, B and C (accession nrs. NC_004830.2, AY251269.2 and CEND01000001), 

acute bee paralysis virus (NC_002548.1), aphid lethal paralysis virus (NC_004365.1), black queen cell 

virus (NC_003784.1), chronic bee paralysis virus-1 (NC_010711.1), chronic bee paralysis virus-2 

(NC_010712.1), Israeli acute paralysis virus (NC_009025.1), Kashmir bee virus (NC_004807.1), 

sacbrood virus (NC_002066.1), the Trypanosomatid parasite Lotmaria passim (GCA_000635995.1), 

the microsporidian parasites Nosema apis (GCA_000447185.1) and Nosema ceranae 

(GCA_000182985.1) and the Mollicute pathogen Spiroplasma apis (GCA_000500935.1) and 

Spiroplasma melliferum (GCA_000236085.3) as well as the Apis mellifera genome, in order to filter 

out host RNA (using the latest version 4.5 NCBI assembly). Out of the obtained 88.9 million sequence 

fragments, 78% (69.2 million) did not map onto the host genome and out of these non-host 

fragments, 73% (50.7 million) mapped onto one of the included pathogens. Out of all the pathogen-

mapped fragments, 99.91% mapped to deformed wing virus type B, whereas the remaining reads 

(0.09%) mapped onto DWV type A. Nevertheless, the latter had such low counts that they were likely 

caused by either sequence mismatches between our inoculate and the reference DWV type B strain, 



sequencing error, or mapping mistakes. In addition, no reads mapped onto any of the other 

pathogens, thereby confirming our MLPA and PCR results that the donor colony was indeed free of 

any of the major known honeybee pathogens.  

The interpretation that only a single strain of DWV was present in the inoculate was confirmed 

based on a de-novo assembly of all the fragments that mapped onto any of the RNA viruses, 

obtained using the Vicuna viral assembler version 1.3, which was developed to characterize possibly 

heterogeneous virus populations [13]. As expected if only a single DWV strain was present, the 

Vicuna assembly returned only one single 5941 nt long contig that mapped with very high fidelity 

(99.0% high sequence similarity) to the 5’ end of the DWV type B reference strain. As coverage across 

the complete DWV genome was highly variable, however, the Vicuna pipeline was not able to 

recover the full DWV genome. To obtain the full genome sequence, and given the very high sequence 

similarity of the obtained fragment with the type B reference strain, we therefore used Bowtie v. 

2.2.6 [12] instead to map all virus-mapping reads to the DWV type B reference genome (using option 

–very-sensitive-local, to allow for a maximum number of sequence mismatches), after which 

samtools mpileup and bcftools call was used to obtain the consensus sequence of the position-sorted 

BAM alignment. The resulting full DWV genome of our inoculated strain (accession number 

KX783225) was 10112 nts long and contained a 2893 AA long polyprotein, which had sequence 

similarities of 99.28% at the nucleotide level (73/10112 nts substituted) and 99.76% at the AA level 

(7/2893 AAs substituted) with the DWV type B reference strain (accession number AY251269.2), as 

well as an identical length, but greater sequence divergence with reference types A or C (Fig. S1). 

There was no evidence of our strain being a recombinant between strain types [14]. The DWV type B 

strain was formerly known as Varroa destructor virus-1, but is now classified into the deformed wing 

virus complex as one of three master variants [8], and has recently been found to be an emergent, 

more virulent strain of the DWV virus [14], which currently appears to be the most common 

deformed wing virus strain in Britain. As our inoculate was prepared from bees with overt DWV 

symptoms from a randomly selected hive, our results suggest that this strain is now also common in 

Continental Europe. Overall per-nucleotide coverage, calculated using bedtools coverage, was 902k 

on average, with a range of 19 to 15 million. Coverage, together with the tentative positions of 

polyprotein cleavage sites and their resulting products and other genomic features, annotated 

following Lanzi et al. [15], and the overall structure of the virus, based on what is known from other 

Picornaviridae, are shown in Fig. S2.    

 

 

Treatment validation results 

MLPA analysis of 4-daily sets of samples of 20 individuals per treatment shows that, as expected, 

there was a strong main effect of treatment on DWV infection rates (binomial GLM, p = 0.0006, z = 

3.4) (Fig. 2), but that DWV infection rates also increased and that the difference in infection rates 

between the two treatment groups decreased over the course of the experiment (main effect of 

log(x+1) transformed duration after introduction into the host colony: p = 3.4E-6, z = 4.6; interaction 

effect of log(time+1) and treatment: p = 0.003, z = -3.0). Based on the calculated 95% confidence 

limits, however, the difference in infection rate between the two treatments remained statistically 

significant until the 12th day of the experiment (Fig. 2).  

These treatment results imply that in the beginning of our experiment, infection rates strongly 

differed between the two treatment groups, but that the control workers also may have horizontally 



acquired new DWV infections at the later stages of our experiment or perhaps fed on DWV infected 

pollen or nectar leading to a sizeable virus load in the gut. It is important to note, however, that 

MLPA is a qualitative technique that only signals the presence or absence of virus particles in the 

analyzed samples but does not yield any information on the virus titers. Hence, it is possible, and 

indeed likely, that the DWV titers in control bees that became infected over the later stages of our 

experiment were still significantly lower than those in the group which were experimentally infected 

with DWV, even if we did not succeed in formally demonstrating this using a qPCR-based approach. 

Nevertheless, the fact that we find statistically significant behavioural effects between our two 

treatment groups up until late into our experiment, when the proportion of DWV positive bees in the 

control group approached that in the DWV inoculated group, only strengthens our conclusion that 

DWV has strongly deleterious effects on honeybee foraging behaviour. That is, the total effect could 

in fact have been even greater if the control group had remained completely uninfected for the full 

duration of our experiment, and our estimates of the effects on foraging behaviour and mortality 

should therefore be interpreted as minimum estimates. 

 That the dsRNA RNAi treatment [4] in the control bees was not fully effective at keeping bees 

virus-free may have several causes. First and foremost, our setup combined a mix of uninfected and 

artificially inoculated workers, and this led to an unusually high potential for horizontal transmission 

inside the colony. Second, in our experiment we only treated the bees one single time, using a single 

dsRNA injection, to ensure a standardized approach with equal amounts of dsRNA provided to each 

bee. In real-life applications, by contrast, dsRNA could be administered orally over extended periods 

in the food [4, 5, 16], and colonies are treated pro-actively, so that colonies may be able to fight off 

the virus at a much earlier stage than in our experiments. Hence, the potential of dsRNA treatments 

to combat DWV infections and help to mitigate its associated costs still deserves further study.  
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Fig. S1. Amino-acid sequence of the polyprotein encoded by the DWV type B strain that we used to 
inoculate our bees and comparison to the reference DWV master variants of type B, A and C. 
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Fig. S2. Fragment coverage over the DWV genome reached in our Bowtie mapping shown together 

with inferred cleavage sites in the virus’s polyprotein and the resulting products, and other genomic 

features (5’NTR and 3’NTR = non-translated regions, L = L-protein, VP1 to VP4 = capsid proteins, 2A = 

2A-like protease site, VPg = VPg protein, 3C = 3C-protease, RdRp = RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, 

dsRNA = position of dsRNA fragment used in our RNA interference protocol [4], cf. [15]). 
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